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ABSTRACT 
In a recent paper of Feintuch, the notion of an eventually time-invariant system 
was defined. The properties of stabilization and optimal sensitivity of such systems 
were investigated. It was claimed that the minimal sensitivity for an eventually 
time-invariant system is no greater than that of its time-invariant part. We present a 
counterexample to this claim and prove the reverse inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper of Feintuch [l], the notion of an eventually time- 
invariant system was defined. Several interesting results were obtained. In 
particular, it was shown that any eventually time-invariant system can be 
written as the sum of a time-invariant operator and a compact operator. It 
was also shown that any linear time-invariant compensator which stabilizes 
the time-invariant part also stabilizes the original system. We will extend this 
result by showing that a compensator (possibly time-varying) stabilizes an 
eventually time-invariant system if and only if it stabilizes the time-invariant 
part. 
In [l], a notion was introduced of minimal weighted sensitivity over the 
set of stabilizing, time-invariant compensators. It was asserted that the 
minimal sensitivity for the eventually time-invariant system is no greater 
than that of its time-invariant part. In this paper, we present a counterexam- 
ple to this claim. We will also prove the reverse inequality. Moreover, we 
will see that both the inequality and the counterexample are still valid if one 
defines minimal sensitivity over the set of stabilizing time-varying compen- 
sators. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we will introduce notation and definitions used through- 
out this paper and restate some theorems from [l]. 
Let L be the set of complex numbers, and &‘“xm be the set of complex 
matrices of n rows by m columns. Also, let 8”x1 = C” be the n-dimen- 
sional complex Hilbert space with the inner product lx, yl = x * y, where x * 
denotes the complex-conjugate transpose of X. The norm of an element of 
4” is llxll = 1x,x11/2. 
The set of all sequences (xk : k 2 0) in 4” is denoted by s(&“), and the 
set of all square-summable sequences of 4” is Zi(O, w). That is, ix& E Zg(O, 03) 
if and only if 
2 11~~112 -cm. 
k=O 
Zl(O,co) is also a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(bk}hk)) = k~obk?/kl~ 
The norm of an element of Zg is I[rklll = ({rkl,(rkl)1’2~ 
Any linear mapping F : ~(8~) + ~(4”) can be represented as a matrix 
yC[+[ 5 i: :; :;;][:;]=FX, 
where yi E C’, xi E Cm, Fij E -c?“~‘“, r E S(-C?), and y E s(%“). The oper- 
ator F is causal if F is lower block-triangular, strictly cuusaZ if F is strictly 
lower block-triangular, and time-invariant if F is constant along block 
diagonals. 
S will denote the shift operator on ~(8”); thus 
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FIG. 1. Standard feedback configuration. 
An operator F is time-invariant if and only if S* FS = F, where S* is the 
adjoint of S. An operator is said to be eventually time-invariant if the 
sequence S * “PS” converges in norm as ‘: + 03. 
Let B denote the set of bounded operators from Zy(O,m) to Zi(O,m). The 
subspace of causal operators in B is denoted by C, and the subspace of 
strictly causal operators in B is denoted by C. The subspace of time-invariant 
operators in B is denoted by T, and the norm-closed two-sided ideal of 
compact operators in B is denoted by K. The set of eventually time-invariant 
operators in B is denoted by E. In [l] it was proved that F E E if and only if 
F = FT + FK where FT E T and FK E K. Throughout this paper we will use 
subscripts T and K to denote the time-invariant and the compact parts of an 
eventually time-invariant operator. 
Consider the feedback system in Figure 1. The operators P : 2: -+ 1,” and 
c:1;+12” represent the plant and the compensator respectively. The system 
is said to be internully stable if all four operators ui -+ ej (i, j E (1,2}) are 
bounded. The matrix of the system operators is 
el -w+pw 
e= Hi = (I+cp)-’ (z+ PC)_‘P I[ 1 Ul =H(P c)u. e2 (z+pc)_’ u2 ’ 
Many performance criteria in control problems can be related to the norms of 
the above operators. 
If P EC, then the set of all time-varying (not necessarily bounded) 
compensators that stabilize P is parametrized by C = (2 - QP)-‘Q with 
Q E C. In [l], it was proved that if P = P, + PK E E fl C, then any time- 
invariant compensator that stabilizes P,, the time-invariant part of the plant, 
will also stabilize P. We will extend this in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1. For all P = P, + PK E E f~ c, a compensator C (possibly 
time-varying) stabilizes P if and only if C stabilizes P,. 
Proof. The proof in [l] can be extended as follows. Assume C stabilizes 
Pr, then (I + CPr)-’ and (I + CPr)-‘C are bounded. Since PK is compact 
and strictly causal, then so is (I + CP,)- ‘CP,. Hence, [I + (I + 
CP,)-‘CP,l-’ exists and is bounded [l, 23. Thus, (I+ CP)-’ =[I +(I + 
CPr)-‘CP,]-‘(I + CPr)-’ exists and is bounded. Similarly, (I + CP)-‘C = 
[I +(Z + CP,>-‘CP,]-‘[(I + CP,)-‘C] exists and is bounded. The other 
operators are bounded because P is bounded. Thus, if C stabilizes P,, it will 
stabilize P. To prove the converse, the roles of PT and P are reversed and 
similarreasoningapplied to(Z+CP,)-’ =[Z-(Z+CP)-lCPK]-l(Z+CP)-l 
and (I + CP,)-‘C = [I -(I + CP)-‘CP,]-‘[(I + CP)-‘C]. n 
3. MINIMAL WEIGHTED SENSITIVITY 
Consider the eventually time-invariant plant P = P, + PK with given 
stable time-invariant operators W,, W, with stable inverses (i.e. W,, W,, 
W,- ‘,W; ’ E T). The objective is to minimize a cost function 
J=Jpw+cP)-‘KJJ 
over all compensators that stabilize P. In some cases, the compensator C 
may be restricted to some class such as the time-invariant compensators. 
We now define two optimal weighted sensitivities. The first, ,u, is the 
minimal weighted sensitivity of a plant over all time-varying compensators, 
or 
,u( P) = inf{ 1) W,( Z + CP) -‘W, )I: C stabilizes P) 
The second, fi, is the minimal weighted sensitivity of a plant over all 
time-invariant compensators that stabilize the plant, or 
@(P)=inf{((W,(Z+CP)-‘W,(I. .C time-invariant, stabilizes P 
) 
. 
Clearly k(P) < fi< P). From [3] and [4], we know that p( PT) = ji( P,). 
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In [ 11, the claim was made that for P E En c, p(P) Q fi< P,). This claim 
is false, as is shown by the single-input, single-output counterexample below. 
We remark that an error occurs in [l] by splitting the i&mum in the final 
equation of p. 113. 
Let 
P= 
-0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 . . . .r 00100 ’ 0 0 0 1 0 
w, = z /(z - 0.5>, and W, = 1. The time-invariant part of the operator P is 
the shift operator S and can be described with the transfer function P, = 2-l. 
The sensitivity is &P,, C> = (I + CP,>-’ = Z - QPT, where Q E TnC. Thus, 
/;( PT) = inf Qz_‘>,,m= Io70T ~~~/~,-~~“~~~~~~o~v~~~ll~/(~ -0.5X1- 
0.52-‘Ill, = 1, so fi(P*) = 1. 
llz/(z -0.5x1- 
For Q E C, 
Q= 
and the sensitivity is 
9tMJ - 
410 
920 
930 
940 
0 0 0 0 
411 0 0 0 
q21 922 0 0 . . . 
931 q32 933 0 
941 q42 943 q44 
‘1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 
g(P,C)=Z-QP= I 0 :;;I -933 1 
0 
0 
0 . . . 1 0 
0 L I - 942 - 943 - q44 1 4 
For the input sequence (l,O,O,O, . . . }, the output sequence is {l,O, O,O, . . . } for 
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any Q. Thus, the output sequence of the weighted sensitivity operator 
WI&P, C)W, is {l, i, a, a,. . .}. Since the above computation is valid for any 
Q (not necessarily time-invariant), we conclude that a(P,) = 1 < $6 < 
/-b(P) < /2(P). 
We now claim the inequality fi( Z’,) < fi( P) is true in general. Moreover, 
the inequality remains valid if we minimize over time-varying compensators. 
THEOREM 2. zfP=P,+P,, with PEEnC, F’,ETnC, P,EKflC, 
then $(P,) = /APT) < j.dP) < j?(P). 
Proof. The first equality is from [3] and [4]. The last inequality is 
obvious. We note that W,(Z + CP,)-‘W, = W,(Z - QPT)W2 for some Q E C. 
Also, if Q E C then S*“QS” EC for all n. Thus, 
= d’:‘c IlS*“W,( Z - QPT)WzSnll 
< inf 11 W,( Z - QPT)WzSnll 
QEC 
= d:fc 11 W,( Z - QPe) W,Sn + WIQPKW2S” )I 
Thus p(PT)< IlW,(Z- QPE)W211+ IIW,QPKW,S”ll for all n and Q. Since 
W,QPKW, is compact, then lim” --rm IIW,QPKW,S”ll = 0. Hence /-dPT) < 
IlW,(Z - QPE)W,ll for any Q E C. Thus, pL(PT) < CL(P). n 
We have thus established that the minimal weighted sensitivity of an 
eventually time-invariant system is no smaller than the sensitivity of its 
time-invariant part no matter what class of compensator we minimize over. 
Furthermore, the inequality may be strict. 
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